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ECO Friendly Air Cushion Film Roll PE
Inflatable Bubble Film For Food, Beverage
Specifications :
Place of Origin

Wuxi Jiangsu

Min.Order Quantity

1unit

Payment Terms

L/C T/T Western Union

Delivery Detail

10-15working days.

Detail Introduction :
Inflatable Bubble Film
Product Introduction
1 Inflatable Bubble Film is a customized product, which evolved on the basis of air cushion bubble
film. It is bag-shaped and can be used to replace part of the air column packaging, saving packaging
costs.
2. Product Parameter (Specification)
Product
Series
Air Bubble
Bag

Material

Size

Thickness(um)

Packing

Size/ctn

Bubble Type

HDPE

420x300,
200m/roll

18 um

2 rolls/ctn

320x160x430mm

Middle
Bubble(2.75cm)

3. Product Feature And Application
Inflatable Bubble Film combines the advantages of air-cushion film and EPE bubble bag. Using
100% new material formula, strong pressure resistance. It is inflated when needed, saving
warehouse space and transportation costs more than traditional bubble bags. It can replace some of
the air column bags, saving packaging costs. The design of the tear line greatly improves the
packaging efficiency.
It’s widely used in shock-resistant packaging in industries such as electronic instruments, fruits, food,
ceramics, handicrafts, household appliances, kitchen furniture and paint products, glass products,
and precision instruments.
4. Product Details
(1) Air-cushion Bag type with tear line, more convenient
(2) 100% new material ,strong pressure resistance
(3) Perfect sealing line airtight
(4) Customized Logo
(5) Full inflation ,up to 95%,safer.
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5. Product Qualification
Our Inflatable Bubble Film won the ROHS Test Report issued by the SGS company.
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6. Deliver, Shipping And Serving
The delivery time of Inflatable Bubble Film
is usually in 10-15 days, depending on your order details.
It’s shipping by air or sea transportation to the customer.
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And we guarantee a response within 24 hours if there is any problem.
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7. FAQ
?1?What’s your MOQ?
Re: MOQ is one roll if in stock.
Our MOQ is 50 rolls if do customized order.
(2)Can you customize samples of Inflatable Bubble Film for free?
Re: Yes, we can make sample rolls based on your requirements freely.
(3)Do you also provide an air cushion machine for inflating air bubble bags?
Re: Yes, our XWpack 018, XWpack010 and XWpack001 are all suitable for it.
?4?Can I deliver the goods from another supplier to your factory? Then load together?
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Re:Yes, you can do it
?5?Can I get everything customized here, like color, thickness, meters, logo, label, packing, etc.?
Re: Definitely yes, just kindly advise us of your special demands, and we’ll get the job done.
?6?Are you a trading company or a manufacturer?
Re: We are a manufacturer of blown film, printing, and bag making. Control the entire production
process, it will provide you with more competitive prices and better product quality.

Please contact us and you will know more details about Inflatable Bubble Film
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